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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable presents the specification updates made in CONNECTA-2 project comparing to the
original specifications made in CONNECTA-1 project. The main motivation for these updates has
been the new findings discovered when implementing the prototypes based on CONNECTA-1
specifications. Along this implementation phase some additional constraints, not taken into account
in CONNECTA-1, have been found resulting in the need of updating the specifications in order to
achieve the main requirements for the Next Generation TCMS (NG-TCMS).
One of these updates has been the update of Time Sensitive Network (TSN) Gateway functions for
the Ethernet Train Backbone (ETB). While in CONNECTA-1 there was specified in a way that the
ETB would support scheduling traffic based on 802.1Qbv, in CONNECTA-2, together with the
experts from Safe4Rail-2, it has been found impossible to support this technology without changing
the IEEE TSN standards due to the dynamic nature of this backbone. Comparing to the Ethernet
Consist Network (ECN), the ETB changes in operation when multiple consists are coupled or
uncoupled. As part of this network topology extension/reduction a new clock synchronization shall
be made involving all End-Devices from all consists if 802.1Qbv remains to be used. However, there
is no clear way to make this time re-synchronization without temporal network unavailability at
involved ECN, which impacts the requirements of TCMS which clearly state that the ECN shall
continue working while the train inauguration is happening. This document covers the issue found
and the alternative set of TSN features which are proposed for the ETB which fit better to the dynamic
nature of this backbone.
Another update was necessary for the discovery of consist orientation with the aid of beacon
telegrams. This update addresses a specific failure scenario in which this orientation detection fails
and potentially leads to undetected false results. By introducing a beacon proxy function this specific
failure scenario could be mitigated.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
BCU

Brake Control Unit

BE (frame)

Best Effort (frame)

CCU

Central/Consist Control Unit

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CRC

Cyclic Redundancy Check

CTC

Coupler Contact Consist

DNS

Domain Name System

ECN

Ethernet Consist Network

ED

End Device

ED-S

ED Safe

ETB

Ethernet Train Backbone

ETBN

ETB Node

FDF

Function Distribution Framework

FDT

Forwarding Delay Time

FMEA

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

FOC

Function Open Coupling

IGMP

Internet Group Management Protocol

IO

Input Output

IP

Internetworking Protocol

LAN

Local Area Network

MAC

Medium Access Control

NG-TCMS

Next Generation TCMS

NG-TCN

Next/New Generation TCN

OSI

Open Systems Interconnection

PCP

Priority Code Point
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PCU

Propulsion Control Unit

PR (frame)

Prioritised frame

PROFINET

Process Field Network

PTP

Precision Time Protocol

R-NAT

Railway Network Address Translation

R-TAG

Redundancy-TAG

SDT

Safe Data Transmission

SDTv2

SDT Version 2

SDTv4

SDT Version 4

SIL

Safety Integrity Level

TCMS

Train Control and Management System

TCN

Train Communication Network

TI

Train Inauguration

TLV

Type-Length-Value

TRDP

Train Realtime Data Protocol

TSN

Time Sensitive Networking

TSN-GW

TSN Gateway

TSN-PD

TSN Process Data

TTDB

Train Topology Database

TTDP

Train Topology Discovery Protocol

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

VDP

Vital Data Packet

VLAN

Virtual LAN
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document provides the specification updates mainly of the TSN GW functionality and of the
orientation detection with Beacon telegrams. Besides other marginal changes, these before
mentioned technologies represent significant and fundamental changes compared to the original
specification introduced in CTA1-Phase.
The design, the general architecture and the topology of the regional and urban laboratory
demonstrators remains unaffected by these changes. However, the influence of the update in the
expected time determinism when omitting IEEE802.1Qbv on ETB-Level may have consequences
for future applications. At the present time, however, these strict timing requirements with respect to
latency have been considered sufficient, thus justifying the paradigm shift (IEEE802.1Qbv -> strict
priority queuing).
This specification is divided into 2 chapters, whereby chapter 2 describes the update of the TSN GW
specification and chapter 3 the update of the orientation detection with Beacon telegrams.
The document is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces in subchapter 2.1 the original CONNECTA-1 specification as an extract of
section 3.5.5 of D3.5 [02]. Subchapter 2.2 then describes the problems which were found during the
implementation phase. In section 2.3 three different alternatives were introduced to solve this
problem and were analyzed with their advantages and disadvantages. Taking the current latency
requirements into account, subchapter 2.4 describes the update of the specification under these
assumptions. Definition of new requirements are necessary to fulfill the update on the specification
by the ETBN providers and are introduced in the concluding sub-chapter 2.5
Chapter 3 essentially differs from chapter 2 in that no paradigm shift of a basic technology is
described here, but an update is explained in the already defined beacon concept with regard to an
error prevention/detection measure. Subchapter 3.1 describes the beacon-concept as a replacement
of conventional train lines to provide the consist orientation during a safe train inauguration in
general. Safety consideration in general and mainly a simplified FMEA for beacon related orientation
discovery were introduced in subchapter 3.2. The division of the sub-functionalities into ETBN (as a
low SIL HW component) and the CCU (as a high SIL component) and the interaction of these via
their interfaces are described in subchapter 3.3. The behavior of the beacon proxy functionality is
defined in subchapter 3.4 together with the detection and mitigation mechanisms of the beacon proxy
functionality concerning the assumed errors of the FMEA of subchapter 3.3. Subchapter 3.5
describes the BEACON_VDP in its telegram structure. Finally, the beacon exchange at ETB level
(subchapter 3.6) and at ECN level (subchapter 3.7) are described.
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2. TSN GW SPECIFICATION UPDATE
2.1 ORIGINAL CONNECTA-1 SPECIFICATION (EXTRACT FROM
CONNECTA-1 D3.5 SECTION 3.5.5)
2.1.1 TSN Gateway
The TSN Gateway (TSN-GW) is a function of the ETBN and is responsible for the transfer of
scheduled data streams between ECN and ETB.

Concept
The fact that TSN telegrams are not routed between ECN and ETB (see [02]) and the circumstance
that ECN and ETB belong to different clock domains makes it necessary to define a TSN gateway
function which is located in the ETBN (see [02]).
All telegrams exchanged on ETB level are subject to standardization to achieve interoperability
between consists of different types. This means that structure and content of ETB telegrams are
defined. This restriction doesn’t exist on ECN level – here it is up to the consist designer to define
the telegrams to be exchanged between components on consist level. For generating the ETB level
telegrams, basically two possibilities exist:
1) A CCU generates the ETB telegrams which are then 1:1 transferred to ETB. Reception is
vice versa, received ETB telegrams are forwarded 1:1 to the CCU. This approach is useful
in centralized consist designs, where all ETB communication is done by the CCU. Advantage
of this approach is its simplicity, disadvantage is that subsystem data are first transferred to
local CCU and then to ETB, which could be a problem for very time sensitive data.
2) ETB telegram data are generated by subsystems and shall be transferred to ETB without a
CCU processing in the middle. Because a subsystem provides only a fraction of the data
contained in an ETB telegram, a multiplexing function in the ETBN picks the relevant data
from the subsystem telegram and places it into the ETB telegram. This leads to a n:m
relationship used for the multiplexing (m = number of ECN telegrams, n = number of ETB
telegrams). This approach is useful in decentralized consist designs. Advantage is the direct
transfer of subsystem data to ETB, disadvantage is the complexity of a multiplexing function.
Possibility 2 inherently contains possibility 1 in the case of m,n = 1. As it is more flexible than
possibility 1, possibility 2 is chosen for NG-TCN.
A further aspect is that the connection between the TSN-Gateway and an ED-S in the ECN must be
configured as TSN link and must not interfere with possible other TSN links in that ECN. A CCU
directly connected to a switch port of the ETBN based TSN Gateway would mitigate that influence.

Architecture
The principal design of the TSN-GW is shown in Figure 1 (the detailed design is task of the
component developer, see also [05]). Because the TSN-GW connects two different VLANs (ETBTSN and ECN-TSN-A/B), see 3.2.6 of [02], and L3 routing cannot be used, the TSN-GW serves as
a VLAN ED in both VLANs. Outbound TSN frames are sent from the ECN to the TSN-GW using the
MAC address of the TSN-GW as destination address and are forwarded to the ETB with MAC
CTA2-WP8-D-SIE-008-02
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address of the TSN-GW as source address. For inbound TSN frames it works vice versa. Clock
domains are adapted by using schedulers on each side and buffers (telegram stores) in between for
decoupling. Both the schedulers and the multiplexing need to be properly configured following
application specific rules for train-wide TSN data transfer (see 3.2.8 of [02]).
To ETB-TSN VLAN

ETB TSN
Scheduler
ETB Time Domain

ETB Telegram
Store
ECN Time Domain

Multiplexing

Configuration

ECN Telegram
Store

ECN TSN
Scheduler

To ECN-TSN-A/B VLAN

Figure 1: TSN Gateway architecture block diagram

Multiplexing
The Multiplexing functions maps data blocks from ECN TSN-PD telegrams to ETB TSN-PD
telegrams and vice versa. This process is illustrated in Figure 2 where the content of k ECN TSNPD telegrams is mapped to one ETB TSN-PD telegram.
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TSN-GW
Input
processing

TSN-GW
Output
Processing

multiplexing
ECN telegram 1
ECN telegram 2
ECN telegram 3
ECN telegram k
Forwarding
delay time
ETB telegram

Figure 2: Multiplexing process
An important performance parameter is the forwarding delay time (FDT) of the TSN-GW. The FDT
for the ECN to ETB direction is the time from the reception of the last ECN telegram, which contains
data for the ETB telegram (telegram k in Figure 2), until the ETB telegram is prepared for sending1.
In ETB to ECN direction it is the time from reception of the ETB telegram until the last ECN telegram
is prepared for sending.

ETB Scheduled Process Data
The definition of TSN-PD telegrams and related time schedules is primarily a task of CTA WP4. A
simplified model of ETB scheduled traffic is shown in Figure 3. In this example, the leading consist
is sending commands to all guided consists. All consists (including leading) send status data to all
other consists.

Consist 1
(Leading)

Consist 2

Consist 3

Status
Status
Status
Command

TSN-GW

BCU

CCU

TSN-GW

PCU

BCU

CCU

TSN-GW

PCU

BCU

CCU

PCU

Figure 3: ETB communication pattern (example)
This model can be generalized:


1

There can be multiple command/status streams

The time when the telegram is actually sent depends on the schedule on ETB.

CTA2-WP8-D-SIE-008-02
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The streams can also be video/audio, e.g. an audio announcement send to all consists



Any consist holding a function master can send the commands

Because a consist can be in any position, there need to be predefined time slots on ETB which can
be used. [05] proposed three time slots:


Slot one repeating all 2.5 ms (fslot = 400 Hz)



Slot two repeating all 5 ms (fslot = 200 Hz)



Slot three repeating all 10 ms (fslot = 100 Hz)

The bandwidth Bslot reserved for each time slot is defined by the gate opening time Tslot (see 3.2.8 of
[02]):
𝐵𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 = 𝑇𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 × 𝑓𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 × 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑏 ,
where Betb is the ETB bandwidth in bit/s (NG-TCN ETB: 109 bit/s).
EXAMPLE: If Tslot of slot one is 0.5 ms (5 10-4 s), then Bslot = 200 Mbit/s

CTA2-WP8-D-SIE-008-02
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2.2 PROBLEMS FOUND IN THE CONNECTA-1 SPECIFICATION
The main issue founded while implementing he CONNECTA-1 specification for the TSN-GW and
the TSN-based ETB with scheduled traffic, was the impossibility to handle correctly the time
synchronization needed by Qbv for all network switches between the sender and the receiver.
The scheduled traffic (IEEE 802.1Qbv) functionality of IEEE TSN relies on the pre-configured gate
opening and closing for a certain time in each network elementary cycle time. This is, for one predefined traffic from End-Device A to End-Device B, the switches in between are configured in a way
that as soon as the frame is received and forwarded to the egress port, the gate associated to this
traffic is opened, while closing the rest of best-effort traffic. This is made in each switch and knowing
the frame size, the transmission and forwarding time of each switch in path, we can configure the
gate opening for each frame in a concatenated way so that the delivery time is deterministic. In order
to do so, the internal clocks of all involved switches must be synchronized so that all switches have
to start at the same time the network elementary cycle and the gate opening is correctly
concatenated.
In TSN, clock synchronization is based on 802.1AS protocol which implies a kind of “negotiation ad
agreement” between different Grand Master Clocks in the network until they converge to a common
time reference. This process takes some time in which the scheduled traffic can be affected. Within
the ECN the inauguration happens in the TCMS startup time, before the applications in End Devices
are communicating with each other. However, when an inauguration happens due to a train
lengthening, the current TCMS requirements demand that the inauguration does not affect the
applications running in the ECN. Since the specification made in CONNECTA-1 required scheduled
traffic from Device A in one Consist and Device B in another Consist, the time synchronization was
needed between both ECN and the ETB. As explained before, the time synchronization process
implies a temporal unavailability or wrong concatenation of scheduled traffic, resulting on a problem
to fulfil the current TCMS requirements.

Consist 1 (C1)

Consist 2 (C2)

Start of Cycle in C1

Start of Cycle
in C2

Network Cycle

Network Cycle

Network Cycle

Consist 3 (C3)
Reference time
Max clock difference: Clock difference
between Consist 2 and 3

Figure 4: Possible clock deviation before train inauguration
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2.3 ANALYSED ALTERNATIVES
This section summarizes the alternatives evaluated in order to solve the problem explained before.

2.3.1 Alternative A: Usage of scheduled mechanism with time jumping
In this alternative, it is considered to apply a time jump in TSN switches and end systems of Consist
2 during the train inauguration, to match the start of the network cycle with Consist 1.
It is assumed that TSN Switch reconfiguration at the ETBN level will be applied during the train
inauguration phase. Following requirements are considered for this solution:


Periodic applications shall not send frames for one network cycle (be silent for one cycle).



At the end of the “silent” network cycle – the working time will be adjusted.



Application will need to adjust the start of the application cycle as well.

The detected advantage between CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 for this alternative is:


“Simplicity” of clock alignment mechanism

The detected disadvantages between CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 for this alternative are:


Application needs to consider the time jump during train inauguration, this would not fulfil the
current requirements regarding the ECN affection of the train inauguration.



Need to analyze what happens with the internal timer “registers” for Qbv mechanisms in TSN
Switch IP if such a time jump is applied (this is implementation dependent behavior)

2.3.2 Alternative B: Usage of scheduled mechanism with smooth clock
alignment
In this alternative a smooth synchronization between consists is proposed, so that the TSN stream
within ECN are still exchanged without interruption. This implies that the clock correction shall be
done in such a way that no time jumps higher than the one needed to perform clock correcting are
executed.
Considering that the network cycle in CONNECTA-2/Safe4Rail-2 is 10 ms, the worst-case deviation
of working clock of consists working in isolation is half of the cycle (5ms).
Start of Cycle in C1
Consist 1 (C1)
Start of Cycle in C2

Consist 2 (C2)
0 ms

5 ms

10 ms

Reference time

Figure 5: Consist working clock deviation example
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The standard IEEE802.1AS-2020, evolution of 802.1AS, in its annex B sets special requirements to
PTP slaves inside (e.g. in terms of how large frequency offset is allowed and how fast frequency is
allowed to change). This is limited to 100ppm, which translates in a 100µs correction within 1 sec.
100µsec of correction with each second, means that a possible 5ms working clock deviation will take
50 seconds to be corrected. This would imply to make the inauguration time dependent on this clock
alignment function.
Another way would be to handle the network clock alignment is executed the network alignment after
every network cycle (assuming a 10ms network cycle). This means a clear deviation from the
802.1AS standard and such a solution is not supported by the standard PTP stacks. One µsec
correction in every 10ms (100 times within one second), leads to a worst-case 5ms correction within
5 second.
In this solution, ETBN devices operates in separate TSN domain with separate real-time clock, PTP
instance and separate schedule. In case of train inauguration, the clocks at the ETBN domain are
synchronized to apply one-time clock adjustment (as at this time they are not executing any
schedule, no issues are expected), whereas the clock in the consist (TSN) domain implements the
smooth transition. Every consist always have they own ETBN that act as GM and during the train
inauguration the time transition from the ETBN domain to the consist domains is fully controlled by
ETBN switches.
ETBN take care of time transfer between the real-time clocks, and also control how TSN streams
are forwarded at the ETBN level.
The detected advantages between CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 for this alternative are:


Application will not experience a time jump during train inauguration



Scheduled traffic can be exchanged during train inauguration inside the consist and after the
inauguration also between the consists

The detected disadvantages between CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 for this alternative is:


Complex ETBN design



May set special requirements to PTP slaves inside consist to ensure that they are able to
follow during the inauguration the Smooth Clock Alignment procedure (e.g. in terms of how
large frequency offset is allowed and how fast frequency is allowed to change)



Railway-specific implementation, which goes beyond the standards.

CTA2-WP8-D-SIE-008-02
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2.3.3 Alternative C: Use strict priority mechanism
mechanisms at the ETBN level (selected alternative)

and

preemption

The third alternative is the removal of the need of ECN and ETB time alignment by:


Using scheduled mechanisms for stream forwarding at the ECN level.



Using strict priority and preemption mechanisms for forwarding the same streams at the ETB
level.

The interval and the data size of the stream traffic at the ETBN level is known at design time. This
allows calculating the worst-case latency of this traffic at the ETBN level (see section 2.4). In that
case, the same traffic class that is used to perform scheduled traffic at the consist level (e.g., queue
with the highest priority (PCP= 7)) is also used at the ETBN switches to forward the traffic with the
highest priority.
Preemption mechanisms is used to minimize the delay effect of the best-effort traffic on the critical
(stream) traffic. Best-effort traffic will use queues with lower priorities and with usage of preemption,
it will minimally affect the ETB critical traffic.
The detected advantages between CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 for this alternative are:


Standard clock synchronization solution, no needed to synchronize the clock among the
consist



No need for schedule adaptation at the ETBN level during the train inauguration process as
there is no schedule needed



No need for application to experience a time jump during train inauguration



Scheduled traffic can be exchanged during train inauguration within every consist



Usage of the preemption mechanisms at the ETB level, will minimize the delay effect of besteffort traffic to the streaming traffic

The detected disadvantages between CONNECTA-2 and Safe4Rail-2 for this alternative is:


Latency calculation is complex. For the same stream it is needed to separately calculate the
worst-case latency at the ETBN level and within the consist level.

In section 2.4 a tentative analysis for the worst case of this alternative is provided.

CTA2-WP8-D-SIE-008-02
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2.4 UPDATED SPECIFICATION
In order to select the best alternative for ETB TSN traffic, the critical traffic that will be transferred
through this backbone has been analysed, taking into consideration the findings from the Functional
Open Coupling interface definition made along CONNECTA-2. In this sense, the most exigent
latency requirements are:
•

Pressure Protection: 50-100ms from sensor to actuator, one-way

•

Speed control, synchronized braking/traction: ≤ 100ms closed loop (two-way).

In order to see if this alternative fits this latency requirement, an analysis taking into account frame
pre-emption and strict priority, understanding these two functions as follows:
1. Frame pre-emption: If a switch is forwarding a frame and another frame with higher priority
than the one being processed, the switch stops processing the one with lower priority and
processes/forwards the one with higher priority.
2. Strict priority: The switch only transmits in the egress port frames with a given priority if no
more frames in the queue of higher priority are present.
The worst-case latency analysis is made assuming that the time-critical FOC frame (process data)
are sent with highest priority (PCP=7), 1500 byte frame size, 1 per consist at cycle time Tc. Figure 6
illustrates the internal handling in the switch of frames with different priorities at the same time.
T1: PR7-01
received
ETBN

01

02

03

04

31

32

T0: PR7-01
received

T0+x: PR7-02
received

T0+x: PR7-03
received

T0+x: PR7-04
received

T0+x: PR7-31
received

T2: PR7-01
forwarded to
ECN

BE frame in
sending
process

31
PR7 frame
from ETBN 01
(PR7-01)

PR

PR

Tc

BE

PR7-31 frame
queued just
before PR0701 frame

Figure 6: Worst case latency analysis with frame pre-emption and strict priority

The Table 1 summarizes the analytical latency expectation.
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Table 1: Worst case latency analysis with frame pre-emption and strict priority
Case

T2 – T0

No collisions (best case, TSN)

(32 * 12μs) = 384μs

Collisions in all nodes (1 interfering 3 * (32 * 12μs) + Tc = 1152μs + Tc
frame), no preemption

Collisions in all nodes (1 interfering 2 * (32 * 12μs) + Tc = 768μs + Tc
frame), preemption

From these results we can conclude that:


Latency over ETB is less than 1ms, preemption counts for ≈ 30% improvement.



Overall latency mostly determined by the cycle time Tc in receiving consist due to the
asynchronous clocks.



FOC requirements can be fulfilled with sufficiently low Tc (e.g. 8ms).

Figure 7 illustrates a maximum latency of an end-to-end case between two consist, resulting in the
following comparison between the adopted alternative comparing with fully synchronize scheduled
traffic.


Priority+preemption: ≈ 21 ms



Fully synchronized (ETB scheduled): ≈ 13 ms
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Figure 7: Example End-to-End Latency Estimation

Note that it is assumed that in both cases that in the ECN (from CCU to ETBN) scheduled
transmission (IEEE 802.1Qbv) is implemented in order to avoid a bunching of critical process data
at ETBN ingress.
From this result we can conclude that the implementations of the scheduled traffic in the ETB
does not justify the complexity and railway-specific solution comparing to using frame preemption and strict priority since this last approach already satisfies by far the ETB needs.
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2.5 TSN-GW REQUIREMENTS
From the amendment of this CONNECTA-1’s specification, new requirements are exported to
the TSN capable ETBN providers:
1. Ensure that only Qbv traffic received at TSN-GW from consist gets PCP 6 or 7.
–

PCP 6 and 7 shall be reserved for critical, replicated traffic (IEEE 802.1CB)

–

Shall be supported by IEEE 802.1Qci which assigns all unauthorized traffic a lower
priority.

2. Ensure that Qbv traffic is “routed” immediately (minimal latency) between ECN and ETB
–

E.g. no software routing

3. R-TAG (IEEE 802..1CB) handling
–

Copy R-TAG from ECN to ETB and vice versa

4. R-NAT support (IEC 61375-3-4)
–

To avoid that source information is to be put in TSN-PD payload.
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3. ORIENTATION DETECTION WITH BEACON TELEGRAMS – UPDATE
The NG-TCN architecture specification [02] specifies a beacon telegram as an independent way to
discover the orientation of consists in a train. The idea behind is to use left and right ETB lines like
conventional train lines for the orientation detection. The NG-TCN architecture specification also
describes a specific failure scenario in which this orientation detection fails and potentially leads to
undetected false results. However, a solution to this issue is not defined. It is the purpose of this
update to define a solution which is based on beacon proxy functions in connected ETBNs and which
allows to detect failures in the orientation discovery.

3.1 GENERAL
The train inauguration validation process as described in [02] uses sensors to independently
discover train end and consist orientation. Traditionally, those sensors are using conventional train
lines as it is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen, two independent train lines are needed to identify
the orientation of a consist (“physical coding”). In one possible implementation, the leading consist
feeds a current in the train line on its side A, and by sensing this current other consists are able to
discover their orientation with respect to the leading consist. Train end is discovered by reading the
coupler state, which should state “open” for end consists and “closed” for intermediate consists.

Figure 8: Independent check with train lines (traditional way, source [02])
When comparing this traditional way with train lines with the chosen ETB topology in NG-TCN, one
can see similarities. In NG-TCN, there are two independent ETB lines (ETB-L and ETB-R) along the
train. Those can be used in a similar way than train lines: every consist sends special “beacon”
telegrams side selective, and other consists are then able to determine their orientation (see Figure
9).
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Figure 9: Independent check with “beacon” telegram (source [02])
Train end detection depends on the way how consists are coupled. For physically coupled trains the
traditional way can be kept as this doesn’t require a train wide train line. For virtually coupled trains
an equivalent mechanism needs to be defined.
For redundancy reasons it makes sense to send two distinct beacon telegrams, one over ETB-L and
the other over ETB-R2. To make the beacons distinguishable, the information to which ETB side they
are sent (side A or side B) must be coded in the telegram (see Figure 10, side information illustrated
by using different colours).
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ETBN

ETB-L(eft)

Figure 10: “Left” and “right” beacon (source [02])
This requirement impedes the usage of a link layer-based replication mechanism as defined in
IEEE802.1CB, because the link layer belongs to the non-safe black communication channel, but the
insertion of the ETB side information is safety-related. Hence, a “beacon” function belonging to the
FDF communication&network services shall send side-selective beacon telegrams to either ETB line
A or B.

3.2 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
It is essential from a safety perspective that the orientation discovery based on beacons using the
two ETB lines offer the same or even superior safety integrity compared to orientation discovery with
2

Redundancy is not supported with conventional train lines. If there is a line break or short-cut, orientation information
cannot be determined. Hence, the beacon mechanism proposed herein is more robust and supports higher availability than
using conventional train lines!
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separated conventional train lines. Unlike conventional train lines, the two ETB lines are not fully
separated, because both are physically interconnected via the consist networks. A complete
separation exists however on virtual level, because for the beacon transmission dedicated train
VLANs are used, which are not interconnected on consist level. Nevertheless, it needs to be
demonstrated that this also holds true if, caused by a network failure, this assumed ETB line
independency is broken3. In addition, failures can also happen when writing to or reading from the
ETB line, e.g. a beacon intended for ETB line A is transmitted over ETB line B or a beacon received
from ETB line B is assumed to have arrived from ETB line A. As all those failure scenarios can lead
to wrong consist orientation information they must be analysed and mitigated.
The simplified FMEA of Table 2 summarizes potential failure modes and effects with respect to the
beacon related orientation discovery. The mitigation actions are further defined in subsequent
chapters.
Table 2: Simplified FMEA for beacon related orientation discovery
ID

Failure mode

Effect

Unmitigated risk

Mitigation

1

ECN failure or configuration
fault in consist sending the
beacon

Beacon received at
ETBN from local CCU
indicates opposite ETB
side

Orientation of this
consist is reversely
indicated.

Detectable by ETBN
beacon proxy. If
detected, the
BEACON_VDP shall
be discarded.

2

ETBN failure or
configuration fault in consist
receiving the beacon

Beacon is
inadvertently passed
to the opposite ETB
Line

Orientation of
many/all consists is
reversely indicated.

Detectable by ETBN
beacon proxy. If
detected, a safety alert
is given to CCU
forcing a safe state.

3

CCU network interface
failure

Beacon received at
CCU from local ETBN
indicates opposite ETB
side

Orientation of
many/all consists is
reversely indicated

Detectable by CCU
beacon function. If
detected, the
BEACON_VDP shall
be discarded.

4

ECN failure or configuration
fault in consist receiving the
beacon

Beacon received at
CCU from local ETBN
indicates opposite ETB
side

Orientation of
many/all consists is
reversely indicated.

Detectable by CCU
beacon function. If
detected, the
BEACON_VDP shall
be discarded.

It should be noted that orientation information provided by the beacon mechanism is only used to
validate the orientation information provided by the ETB inauguration executed in the ETBN (see
[02]). An undetected dangerous safety critical failure can then only occur if both mechanism, ETB
inauguration and beacon, provide both a wrong result. Because both mechanisms are independent4,
a double fault must be the cause, which is highly unlike. But in case of a mismatch of the results it
cannot be judged what the correct result will be, so a safety reaction has to follow (entering safe

3

For conventional train lines this would be similar to a shortcut between the two lines

ETB inauguration uses the information from which direction “HELLO” frames are received (direction 1 or direction 2)
to determine the orientation relative to other consists. The beacon mechanism uses the information from which ETB line
(A or B) a beacon frame is received to determine the orientation relative to other consists.
4
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state). As this is unfavourable for availability reasons, the mitigation activities shall be defined in a
way that impact on availability is minimized.

3.3 ARCHITECTURE
[02] defines the architecture of the safe train inauguration which includes functions executed on the
ETBN as well as functions executed on the CCU. The ETB Inauguration function located on the
ETBN is responsible for the ETB topology discovery, while the ETB Control application on the CCU
takes control over the ETBN itself. The ETB Control application uses the ETB Control Agent function
as an interface between CCU and ETBN. The train inauguration results as discovered by the ETBN
is independently validated by the CCU’s TI Validator function. As part of the validation, the beacon
mechanism is used to provide an independent information about the consist orientation. For that
reason, the beacons itself (BEACON_VDP as defined in [02]) shall be produced by the ETB beacon
function and send to the two ETBNs (ETB Beacon proxy) connected to either ETB side. The ETB
beacon proxy forwards the beacons within the payload of a TTDP_BEACON_FRAME to all other
ETBN connected to the same ETB line.
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ETBN
ETB
Inauguration

Time Sync

Ethernet
Switching

Operational
Train
Inauguration

TSN
Gateway

IP Routing

DNS
Service

TTDB Info
Service

ETB Control
Service

Low SIL
capable device
ETB Beacon
Proxy

ECN
CCU
TTDB
Agent

Application

TI
Validator

Application

ETB Control
Agent

ETB Beacon
Function

High SIL
capable device

ETB Control
Application

Figure 11: CCU/ETBN Inauguration architecture (source: [02])

3.4 ETBN BEACON PROXY
For safety reasons it must be ensured that A-side telegrams cannot be sent to B-side by chance and
vice versa. Similarly, it shall be prohibited that telegrams transmitted over ETB-L are not, by chance,
transferred to ETB-R and vice versa. In order to safely detect those failures, beacon proxy functions
shall be used in the ETBNs. The behaviour of the beacon proxy function is defined next.
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3.4.1 Mitigation of consist network faults (FMEA ID 1/3/4)
FMEA IDs 1,3 and 4 (Table 2) are related to failures occurring in the consist network or the CCUs
network interface. Those failures can be detected and mitigated with the beacon proxy function in
the ETBNs. The basic principle is shown in Figure 12 (only for ETB-R line, the same applies to ETBL). The beacon exchange is performed in 5 steps which are listed below.
consist
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>
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>
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>

>

>
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Figure 12: Beacon distribution
(1) A BEACON_VDP is generated by the CCU (beacon function) and sent in the payload of a message
data telegram addressing the ETBN of the ETB side it is intended for (either the ETBN connected to
ETB line A or the ETBN connected to ETB line B as indicated in BEACON_VDP parameter ‘etbline’).
(2) The beacon proxy at the addressed ETBN receives this telegram and checks whether its configured
ETB side5 corresponds to the ETB side indicated in the BEACON_VDP (parameter ‘etbline’). In case
of a mismatch it discards the received BEACON_VDP (see below).
(3) Otherwise it packs the BEACON_VDP in the ETB beacon frame (TTDP_BEACON_FRAME) and
forwards the telegram to all other remote beacon proxies on that ETB side.
(4) After reception, remote beacon proxies store the received BEACON_VDP, add the information about
the received ETB side (parameter ‘rcvEtbLine’) and forward received beacon(s) to their local CCU on
request.

5

The ETB side (A or B) is a static configuration parameter of the ETBN.
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(5) The local CCU checks now whether the beacon has been received from the ETBN (source IP address)
which connects to that ETB line which is indicated in the beacon message (parameter ‘rcvEtbLine’).
In case of a mismatch, the received BEACON_VDP is discarded (see below).

Discarding the BEACON_VDP means that this VDP shall not be further used, in particular:


In ETBN: BEACON_VDP content shall not be copied to TTDP_BEACON_FRAME. Instead
an invalidated BEACON_VDP shall be sent.
 In CCU: BEACON_VDP content shall be invalidated before SDTv4 validation is performed.
Invalidating the BEACON_VDP means to set parameter ‘beacon_state’ in the ETB-BEACON-TLV to
invalid and to override the complete VDP or at least the VDP trailer with 0 (NULL).6 This will at least
invalidate the user data version which shall be ≠ 0.

3.4.2 Mitigation of ETBN fault (FMEA ID 2)
The logical VLAN configuration within a consist for the beacon mechanism is shown in Figure 12.
On each ETB line there is a dedicated beacon VDP (green and red), which beside the ETB ports
connect only to the local managing CPU. Both however share the same VLAN-ID. Besides the
beacon VLANs we have the ETB VLAN for non-TSN traffic (purple), connecting as well to the
managing CPU but also to the opposite ETBN for redundancy reasons as explained in [02].

Beacon VLAN-A

ETBN-A

switching fabric

ETB

ETB

Non-TSN VLAN

CPU

ECN

ECN

ECN

CPU

Non-TSN VLAN
ETB

ETB

Beacon VLAN-B
switching fabric

ETBN-B

Figure 13: VLAN configuration for the beacon mechanism

6

Setting the BEACON_VDP explicitly to invalid has the advantage that this must not be discovered in SDTv4 layer.
Discovering an invalid BEACON_VDP in the SDTv4 layer could lead to an error counter incrementation which is not
desired here.
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The question now is about the risk that an ETB beacon telegram slips, caused by an ETBN failure,
to the opposite ETB beacon VLAN. The conditions for such a situation are:
1. The opposite ETBN is active (likely the case)
2. Due to a switching fabric failure or a configuration error, the ECN port is assigned to the
beacon VLAN.
3. Due to a switching fabric failure or a configuration error, the switching fabric’s address table
associates the beacon telegram’s multicast address with the ECN port (IGMP snooping
failure)
4. The opposite switch assigned its ECN port as well to the beacon VLAN
To meet all these conditions is a highly unlikely scenario, so it cannot be expected that such a thing
ever happens. However, to be on the safe side, it would be beneficial to detect such a case.
Detection is possible in the following way:
On OSI layer 2, the two ETB beacon telegrams (green and red) differ only in their source MAC
address, which is not used in switch fabric’s forwarding decisions. Hence the switching fabric will
forward red and green ETB beacon telegrams equally. If a green ETB beacon telegram appears
unexpectedly on the red VLAN, it will be forwarded over the red beacon VLAN to the ETB line and
(!) to the managing CPU, where it is received by the beacon proxy.
The receiving beacon proxy has no information to which ETB line (red/green) the source MAC
address of a received beacon telegram belongs.7 It generally assumes that a received beacon
telegram belongs to the ETB line the beacon proxy is connected to. In case of a failure (green ETB
beacon telegram passed to red VLAN) two cases exist:
In case 1 (Figure 14 left), the beacon proxy receives two ETB beacon telegrams from the same consist
‘X’ but with different source MAC address (addresses ‘a’ and ‘b’). So, it concludes that one must be
phony.
In case 2 (Figure 14 right), the communication between the beacon proxy and the consist ‘X’ is
interrupted (which is a kind of a double fault!). As the beacon proxy knows that this link is interrupted8
it does not expect an ETB beacon telegram from consist ‘X’. When receiving now the green beacon
telegram it knows that this must be phony.
In case 2 there is a residual risk that the beacon proxy is not informed about the link outage. In that
case it will accept the green ETB beacon telegram as valid. The probability of such a scenario and
its potential to create a dangerous undetected failure is assumed extremely low and will be quantified
during the CTA2 WP3’s safety analysis.

7

In IEC61375-2-5 an ETBN is connected to both ETB lines, so this information makes no sense. The NG-TCN ETB
topology with separated ETB lines would in principle allow to discover this, but because the train inauguration protocol
defined in [02] mimics the IEC61375-2-5 inauguration protocol this information is as well not provided.
8

Information from the communication layer underneath, e.g. “link down” event.
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Figure 14: Detection of beacon failure

3.5 BEACON_VDP, BEACON FRAME AND BEACON MESSAGE
3.5.1 General
Beacon frames (containing the BEACON_VDP) are exchanged between the ETBNs over ETB on a
dedicated VLAN. They support the train inauguration, and therefore they can be seen as an
extension to the train topology discovery protocol (TTDP) specified in IEC61375-2-5 [04]. For that
reason, the beacon frames are specified compliantly to other TTDP frames (HELLO frame and
TOPOLOGY frame) on OSI layer 2 with the Ethernet frame payload being a sequence of TLV data
blocks as used for TTDP.
On the contrary, the exchange of BEACON_VDP between the CCU and the local ETBNs are consist
specific and may be implemented with different communication protocols of higher OSI layers, as for
instance PROFINET IO or TRDP. A proposal for TRDP messages as a carrier of BEACON_VDP is
given subsequently.

3.5.2 BEACON_VDP
The beacon VDP as defined in [02] contains the beacon information but in addition also the status
information required by the CCU Train Inauguration Validator. The structure of the beacon VDP is
shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: BEACON VDP
SDTv4L_VDP::= RECORD
{
Reserved

UINT16

-- reserved, shall be set to 0

UserDataVersion

UINT16

-- User data version, shall be set to ’100’H
Setting to 0 invalidates the BEACON_VDP

SafeSequCount

UINT32

-- not used, set to ‘FFFFFFFF’H

SC1

UINT32

-- CRC1 as defined in [02]

SC2

UINT32

-- CRC2 as defined in [02]

cstUUID

UINT8[16]

-– UUID of the consist

ownTrnCstNo

UINT8

-- own train consist number

}
BEACON_VDP::= RECORD
{

value range: 1..32
0 = unknown (e.g. after/during
inauguration)
etbLine

ANTIVALENT8 -- ETB line selected for transmission
‘01’B = Line A
‘10’B = Line B

opTrnDirState

UINT8

-- operational train directory state
1 = INVALID
2 = VALID
4 = SHARED

reserved01

UINT8

-- reserved, shall be set to 0

opTrnTopoCnt

UINT32

-- operational train directory topography
counter

trainLength

UINT32

-- real train length (L_TRAIN) as defined
in UNISIG SUBSET-026
Unit: [m]
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reserved02

UINT32

-- reserved, shall be set to 0

sdtv4Trail

SDTv4L_VDP

-- SDTv4 trailer (defined in [02])
Specific safety identifier (SID) values:
SafeFuncID: 0
SafeFuncVers: 0
SafeChannelID: 0
SafeChannelVers: 0
SMI: 150

}

NOTES:
1. With this proposal, an independent way of comparing opTrnTopoCnt values from different
consists can be implemented. OpTrnTopoCnt values are already distributed and compared
within the ETBN using the ETBCTRL frame as defined in IEC61375-2-3 [03]. This frame is
transmitted using SDTv2. With the SDTv4 compatible beacon telegram a more trustworthy
comparison is available.
2. The parameter value ‘trainLength’ is calculated as the sum of all the consist lengths (TTDB
parameter ‘consistLength’, which needs to be defined in IEC61375-2-3 [03]). Checking the
identity of all calculated trainLength values is used for the validation of the trainLength value
submitted to the ETCS Onboard Unit.
3. The parameter ‘sdtv4Trail’ is only used to check the authenticity and the integrity of the
BEACON_VDP. This is similar to the use of the SDTv2 trailer for message data as defined
in IEC61375-2-3 [03]. Because the sequence counter (parameter ‘safeSequCount’) is neither
incremented nor checked it shall be set constantly to ‘FFFFFFFF’H.

3.6 BEACON EXCHANGE ON TRAIN LEVEL
3.6.1 General
Although the BEACON_VDP is generated event driven by the CCU after each train inauguration, it
is then cyclically exchanged between the ETBN (beacon proxy functions). This cyclic exchange
facilitates implementations because no special state machine is required, and it can also be used to
transport other side-selective data by inserting related TLVs (see below).
Because it affects interoperability, this telegram must be standardized for the TTDP as defined in
IEC61375-2-5.

3.6.2 TTDP Beacon Frame
The TTDP_BEACON_FRAME is defined as follows:

ETB_BEACON_TLV::= RECORD
{
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etbBeacHeader

TLV-HEADER

-- ETB TLV header
tlvType = 1
tlvLength = 54

tlvCS

UNSIGNED16,

-- TLV checksum(see IEC 61375-2-5)

version

VERSION

-- data structure version
Value: ‘0100’H

reserved01

UINT8

-- reserved (=0)

beacon_state

ANTIVALENT8

-- status of BEACON_VDP
‘01’B = valid
‘10’B = invalid

beacon

BEACON_VDP

-- beacon VDP byte stream
set to 0 if invalid

}

TTDP_BEACON_FRAME::= RECORD
{
destAddr

UNSIGNED48

-- Destination MAC multicast address
(see IEEE 802.1D)
Value: '0180C2000011'H

srcAddr

UNSIGNED48

-- Source MAC address (ETBN sender’s)

vlanHdr

UNSIGNED32

-- TTDP VLAN header
Value: ‘8100E006’H
Ethertype: 8100
priority: 7
VLAN-ID: 6

etherType

UNSIGNED16

-- EtherType for IEC 61375 TCN
Value: '894C'H

reserved1

UNSIGNED16

-- padding bytes for 32-bit alignment
Value: 0

beacTlv

ETB-BEACON-TLV

-- Beacon TLV

otherTlvs

SEQUENCE OF GEN-TLV -- optional list of additional TLVs

eolTlv

EOL-TLV,

-- End Of TLV list (mandatory)

etherCrc

UNSIGNED32

-- Ethernet frame CRC (see IEEE 802.3)

}

3.6.3 Protocol
The TTDP_BEACON_FRAME shall be sent unconditionally by all ETBNs over the ETB-BEACON
VLAN.
Sending period shall be 0.5 ± 0.05 s.
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Sending shall start unconditionally after ETBN power-up. Initially, as long as no new beacon is given
by the local CCU (BEACON_PROXY_REQUEST message), an invalidated BEACON_VDP shall be
sent. Once the CCU has given the command to send the BEACON_VDP, the BEACON_VDP shall
be inserted in the TTDP_BEACON_FRAME (exception: ETB side mismatch as described above).
The ETBN beacon proxy shall continue to send the latest valid BEACON_VDP until an updated
BEACON_VDP is available or the BEACON_VDP is invalidated.
Receiving shall start unconditionally after ETBN power-up. Upon request from local CCU
(BEACON_PROXY_REQUEST message), all received BEACON_VDP shall be packed to the
BEACON_PROXY_REPLY message which is sent to the CCU (see below) 9.
The ETBN beacon proxy does not supervise the completeness of received BEACON_VDPs, its task
is only to forward received BEACON_VDPs to the CCU. The CCU then checks whether
BEACON_VDPs from all consists have been received.

3.6.4 Handling of BEACON_VDP in ETBN Beacon Proxy
The ETB_BEACON_TLV is just used as a container (“message in the bottle”) to transport the
BEACON_VDP (message) between the ETBN. Parameter ‘beacon_state’ just indicates whether the
bottle is filled or empty.
Upon reception of a ETB_BEACON_TLV the BEACON_VDP shall be extracted. For intermediate
storage of the BEACON_VDP three possibilities exist:
1) BEACON_VDP with same cstUUID and opTrnTopoCnt is already stored -> BEACON_VDP
can be discarded
2) BEACON_VDP has unknown cstUUID, but valid opTrnTopoCnt (== own opTrnTopoCnt
Value) -> BEACON_VDP shall be stored
3) BEACON_VDP has unknown CstUUID and invalid opTrnTopoCnt (!= own opTrnTopoCnt
Value) -> BEACON_VDP shall be discarded
In addition (for memory management), the ETBN shall check whether the storage contains entries
with invalid opTrnTopoCnt and shall remove it. With this it can be ensured that the storage has
maximally 32 entries.
Upon request from local CCU the actual content of the intermediate storage is returned (but
intermediate storage shall not be emptied!).
If a ETB_BEACON_TLV is received with parameter ‘beacon_state’ set to invalid from a consist which
has previously sent a valid BEACON_VDP, and there was no inauguration in between
(opTrnTopoCnt unchanged), the stored BEACON_VDP can still be reported to the local CCU on
request.

3.7 BEACON EXCHANGE ON CONSIST LEVEL
For the beacon exchange between CCU and ETBN different protocols can be used (e.g. PROFINET,
TRDP). Following is a definition for TRDP. For the sake of simplicity, this exchange follows a client-

9

For this, a managed intermediate storage for buffering received BEACON_VDP will be requested.
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server principle with the ETB Control Application (CCU) being the client and the ETBN Beacon Proxy
function being the server (Figure 16). ETBN status is reported with the ETBN status telegram.

Beacon proxy request
ETB Control
Application

Beacon proxy reply

ETBN Beacon Proxy

ETBN status

Figure 16: Interaction between CCU and ETBN

3.7.1 Beacon proxy request message
The beacon proxy request message is sent as a TRDP message data telegram with the following
parameters:
MsgType:

‘Mr’

Protocol:

UDP

ComId:

11 (line A), 12 (line B)

SourceURI (user part):

user defined

DestinationURI (user part):

Void

DestinationURI (host part):

etbnA/B.anyVeh.lCst.lClTrn.lTrn

SourceURI (host part):

user defined

Dataset:

BEACON_REQUEST_MESSAGE

Reply timeout:

2.0 s

3.7.2 Beacon proxy reply message
The beacon proxy request message is sent as a TRDP message data telegram with the following
parameters:
msgType:

‘Mp’

Protocol:

UDP

ComId:

13 (line A), 14 (line B)
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Dataset:

BEACON_RESPONSE_MESSAGE

3.7.3 Structure of the beacon messages
The beacon message is defined as follows:
BEACON_PROXY_REQUEST::= RECORD
{
version

VERSION

beacCmd

UINT8

-- telegram version information
mainVersion = 1
subVersion = 0
-- command to ETBN beacon proxy
1 = set own beacon valid
2 = set own beacon invalid
3 = request beacon list

etbLine

ANTIVALENT8 -- ETBN ETB plane
‘01’B = Line A
‘10’B = Line B

beacon

BEACON_VDP

-- actual beacon
set if beacCmd = 1; 0 otherwise

}
BEACON_PROXY_REPLY ::= RECORD
{
version

VERSION

beacState

UINT8

-- telegram version information
mainVersion = 1
subVersion = 0
-- status to ETBN beacon proxy
0 = ok
>0 = error

etbLine

ANTIVALENT8 -- ETBN ETB plane
‘01’B = Line A
‘10’B = Line B

reserved01

UINT16

-- reserved (=0)

reserved02

UINT8

-- reserved (=0)

beaconCnt

UINT8

tcnBeacList

-- number of contained beacons
value range: 0 .. 32
ARRAY[beaconCnt] OF BEACON_VDP
-- (unordered) list of beacons

}
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3.7.4 Protocol
The protocol for start/stop of sending beacons is defined in [02] as part of the ETB user state
machine, see Figure 17. The CCU sends with action ‘txTCMSstatus’ the actual valid BEACON_VDP
to the ETBN beacon proxy, which then forwards the beacon over ETB.
With action ‘stopTCMSstatus’, the CCU sends a request to ETBN beacon proxy to invalidate the
beacon.

Initial/Reset
[etbStatus_OpTrnDir != SHARED]
OR
[etbStatus_Leading == leading]
/stopTCMSStatus]

Inaugurating

[etbStatus_OpTrnDir != SHARED]
OR
[etbStatus_Leading == not_leading
/stopTCMSStatus]

[etbStatus_OpTrnDir == VALID]
/txTCMSStatus

Validation

[etbStatus_OpTrnDir == SHARED]
AND
[etbStatus_Leading == leading]

[etbStatus_OpTrnDir == SHARED]
AND
[etbStatus_Leading != leading]

Guided

Leading

Figure 17: ETB user states (source : [02])

3.7.5 ETBN Status Telegram
NOTE : The definition of the ETBN status telegram is preliminary. Whether status telegram is
needed at all and which information it shall contain is not finally defined.
TRDP PD telegram parameters:
MsgType:

‘Pd’

ComId:

15
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SMI:

15 (only needed if SDTv2 is used)

UserDataVersion:

‘0100’H (only needed if SDTv2 is used)

DestinationURI (host part):

ccu.anyVeh.lCst.lClTrn.lTrn

Dataset:

ETBN_STATUS

Cycle time:

(1,0 ± 0,1) s

Timeout:

User defined

TRDP telegram data structure:
ETBN_STATUS::= RECORD
{
version
UINT16

reserved01
lifesign

UINT16
UINT16

beacState

UINT8

-- telegram version information
(vvrr, v-version, r-release)
version = 1
release = 0
-- reserved (= 0)
-- wrap-around counter, incremented with
each produced telegram.
-- Beacon proxy state indication
0 = ok
>0 = error

reserved02
opTrnTopoCnt
safetyTrail

UINT8
UINT32
ETBCTRL_VDP

-- reserved (= 0)
-- operational train topography counter
-- ETB-VDP trailer
completely set to 0 = SDTv2 not used

}
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This report summarized the analysis results and specification updates executed in WP8 of
CONNECTA-2 to update the definition of a NG-TCN architecture. The main achievements of this
work are:
Update of a new TSN GW specification by:
- describing the problems found during the implementation phase
- introducing three different alternatives by analyzing their advantages and disadvantages.
- taking the current latency requirements into account
- defining new requirements which are necessary to fulfill the update on the specification by
the ETBN providers.
Update of a new Orientation detection with Beacon Telegrams specification by:
-

describing the beacon-concept as a replacement of conventional train lines

-

introduction of safety consideration with a simplified FMEA

-

decomposing of the sub-functionalities into ETBN and CCU and describing the interaction of
these via their interfaces

-

defining the behavior of the beacon proxy functionality together with the detection and
mitigation mechanisms concerning the assumed errors/failures of the FMEA

-

describing the BEACON_VDP in its telegram structure and the beacon exchange at ETB and
at ECN level

The specifications envisaged in CTA1-phase and mainly described in [02] and [05] have shown
weaknesses and problems during the implementation phase in CTA2. These weaknesses and
problems could be significantly reduced in complexity and configuration by the updates described in
this document.
In detail, there will be probably also need for further adaptation and minor changes at various points
in this updated specification as well as in the original specifications [02] and [05].
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